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1) Be prepared to go deep. There are many elements of your brand that need defi nition 

before your website can come to life. Think target markets, buyer personas, brand voice/

style/personality, mission, vision, values, positioning, competitive diff erentiation, and more. 

Is it a lot of work? You bet. Is it truly necessary? You bet. 

2) Defi ning your objective comes fi rst. Before you start thinking about colors, pictures, and 

other bells and whistles, it’s imperative that you know why you are building this website in 

the fi rst place. What does it need to accomplish? What actions do you want people to take? 

How do you want to make people feel? What would make this project a success? 

3) It’s probably going to cost more than you thought and take longer than you hoped. 
However, the right team will be able to articulate exactly why they need the time they do and 

how you will be able to realize a return on your investment.  

4) It will never really be complete. You are a work in progress, and as such, so is your 

website. You will want to make changes six months down the road. You’ll have something 

to add; something to remove; something to re-word. Plan accordingly for this. You need to 

either make sure you are budgeting for these ongoing updates or have your site designed 

so that you will be able to make them yourself. 

5) Maintenance is paramount. Aside from the ongoing updates you’ll want to make, there 

will be technology updates on a quarterly or semi-annual basis. These updates help to keep 

your site secure and working properly. Again, plan for these in your budget. Our very strong 

advice: unless you speak fl uent developer lingo, please don’t try to tackle these updates yourself!

6) Your website is not a magnet (unless you strategically create it that way). The most 

beautiful or cutting edge website in the world still needs traffi  c. Digital strategy is another 
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layer of your website success that you need to consider adding into the mix. While we love us 

some Kevin Costner, simply building it does not ensure they will come. 

7) Security issues are the real deal. We tend not to think about identity theft until the day we 

fi nd out it just happened to us. The same can be said for your website security. Consider the 

implications on your business if your website were to be hacked. Spend the money upfront to 

make sure this never, ever happens to you!

And last, but not least, some really great news…

8) Your new site will dramatically boost your credibility, image, and confi dence. And 

when those things boost, so does your bottom line. True Story. When done phenomenally 

well, your website will be on of the greatest assets of your business, returning your initial 

investment time and time again. 

Have more questions about what to expect when launching your site? 
We’re happy to answer them for you! 

Connect with us at hello@threemoonscollective.com


